OnTarget™ Deposit Platform
Comprehensive sales, service, and
transaction posting
Automate transaction platform functions to make your branches
more cost-effective and efficient delivery channels with OnTarget
Deposit Platform, a Jack Henry Banking® and ARGO Data
Resources Corporation deposit platform.

OnTarget Deposit Platform

Automate transaction platform functions.

BUSINESS VALUE
■■

Improve
Operations

COMPATIBILITY
■■

Core Director®

IT WORKS LIKE THIS …
OnTarget Deposit Platform improves productivity, allows for greater use of sales aids, and enhances
service quality. This solution provides functionality for CIF integration, new account openings, sales tools
for product presentations, product comparison cross selling, and “what if” needs analyses; and includes
core functionality for creating new CIF records, new account data entry, customer inquiry, automated
electronic forms, account forms maintenance, and near-real time host connectivity and upload.
SEAMLESS INTEGRATION …
OnTarget Deposit Platform provides direct integration to other Jack Henry Banking complementary
products to streamline related processes. This includes the means to directly launch into Yellow Hammer
BSA™, review document images from Synergy Enterprise Content Management™ (ECM), and utilize
electronic signatures through Synergy eSign™. Other integration tools are available for third-party
applications, including customer verification through FIS Qualifile and Deluxe Detect, and Check Order
through Deluxe Order Pro, Harland Check Order, or Main Street Checks.

INTUITIVE DESIGN …
The application’s intuitive design allows users to become proficient faster by providing simple navigation
and eliminating code memorization. Additionally, the enhanced design reduces errors by propagating data
when possible and by providing edit checks for data entry validation, helping to enforce bank policies at the desktop. Overall,
this process translates into improved operating efficiency, while at the same time increasing sales and revenue.

WHAT IT DOES:
■■

Empowers community banks to successfully compete
with money centers and national banks.

■■

Automates transaction platform functions to make
the branch a more cost-effective and efficient
delivery channel.

■■

Provides functionality for CIF integration, new account
openings, sales tools for product presentations, product
comparison cross selling, and “what if” needs analyses.

■■

■■

Includes core functionality for creating new CIF records,
new account data entry, customer inquiry, automated
electronic forms, account forms maintenance, and nearreal time host connectivity and upload.
Reduces errors by propagating data when possible and
providing edit checks for data entry validation.

■■

Enforces bank policies through system and field
level controls.

■■

Integrates with other Jack Henry Banking
complementary products, including Yellow Hammer
BSA, Synergy ECM, and Synergy eSign.

WHAT IT DOES FOR ME:
■■

Improves productivity, allows for greater use of sales
aids and enhances service quality.

■■

Allows users to become proficient faster by
providing simple navigation and eliminating code
memorization.

■■

Improves operating efficiency, while at the same time
increasing sales and revenue

OnTarget Deposit Platform enables community banks to successfully compete with money centers and national banks by
offering comparable, high-demand retail products and services.

For more information about Jack Henry Banking®, or to schedule a demonstration
or talk to an existing user, email askus@jackhenry.com, call 417-235-6652, or visit
www.jackhenrybanking.com.
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